
BRIDGING THE GAP
WHY NICHE ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES 
SHOULD HAVE THEIR PLACE IN AN 
INSTITUTIONAL PORTFOLIO



The alternative asset management industry is faced with growing pressure and 

a credibility problem, as liquid alternative investment strategies have delivered 

disappointing returns for some time now.

At the illiquid end of the spectrum, the wave of capital chasing the strong 

historical returns of private equity has pushed valuation to levels that cause 

financial analysts to forecast substantially lower future returns (Blackrock, 2018). 

Still, global financial markets should offer plenty of attractive investment 

opportunities today. Therefore, an investor should be able to build a diversified 

portfolio that is positioned on the efficient frontier, and dynamically adjust the 

holdings to the changing market conditions to keep moving towards the desired 

investment goal. The reality tends to be entirely different. The majority of the 

investment industry still uses asset allocation approaches that propose a mostly 

static allocation to each asset class and sub-categories. As a consequence, many 

professional investors are not able to capitalise on the value opportunities that 

financial markets regularly offer, as their investment process is not fast and flexible 

enough to act during the limited time window. 

In order to superior results in investing and in most other domains “doing the right 

things” is of a higher order than “doing things right”.

To be clear, by no means do we advocate for anything less than the best in class 

when it comes to investment, due diligence and business operations (avoid un-

paid risks), but to achieve superior returns, it is critical to select an investment 

universe where there is low competition, and the risk/reward profile is favourable 

(selecting mispriced risks). 

There is a section within the alternative investment space where inefficiencies are 

numerous, competition is low, and active management by skilled and focused 

investment specialists can add substantial value. We call this segment of the 

investment universe “Niche Alternatives”.  

Niche Alternatives offer a very attractive risk/reward trade-off and can help 

strengthen and diversify existing traditional, but more importantly alternative asset 

allocations.

NICHE ALTERNATIVES: PRE-INSTITUTIONAL 

ASSETS AND TEMPORARILY ABANDONED 

INVESTMENT THEMES.
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 - Niche Alternative investments build on the concept of superior risk and reward

 - The segment has a strong track record of outperformance, and is currently very 

attractively priced

 - Adding Niche Alternative exposure to an existing alternative portfolio will 

enhance the overall diversification of the portfolio

 - The risk and challenges of investing in this space need to be carefully attuned 

to the benefits

 - Constructing an attractive Niche Alternatives portfolio involves both expertise 

and access to attractive deal flow

IN A NUTSHELL:
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Typically, these are areas where there is limited historical data available for 

backtesting and portfolio optimisation, or markets which had been over-hyped 

in the distant past and since have done poorly for a long time. Therefore, such 

assets, industries or countries are often regarded as “un-investable” by many at 

that time.  

For professional investors, being associated with such failures is often considered 

a career risk, and therefore the wider investment community still tries to exit 

positions in such assets. This pushes the price below fair value. 

Another reason for outsized expected returns can be that a mix of increased 

regulation and the silo-effect among allocators that prevent capital to flow to 

areas that are not strictly complying with defined investment guidelines. Currently, 

this is the case for many investments which require a 2-5 year time horizon as they 

neither fit the liquid nor the private equity buckets. Not only because of that but 

also due to the regulation glut and the quantitative easing (QE) policies by global 

central banks distorting the term-structure for risk since the global financial crisis 

(GFC), an allocation to semi-liquid Niche Alternative and co-investment strategies 

becomes particularly attractive today.

A common explanation for these extra return premiums is that financial investors 

are not assessing certain pockets in the market from a purely economic point of 

view. Quite often such omissions can be entirely rational from the perspective of 

the particular allocator.

Even more so, a dedicated team of Niche Alternative specialists is needed to 

harvest most of the offered risk premiums by looking beyond the “silo-ing” 

of asset classes, by objectively assessing the risk/reward characteristics of the 

opportunities, and by creating a portfolio of asymmetric return streams.

To be very clear, we don’t mean that we are investing in areas where we are not 

comfortable. It means that we look for areas in the market, where the broader 

investment community feels uncomfortable to invest; or even better where the 

current holders of positions feel they need to sell an investment and are willing to 

accept a fire sale price to exit an otherwise good asset.

BEING ASSOCIATED WITH SO-CALLED 

UN-INVESTABLE ASSETS IS OFTEN SEEN AS AN 

UNNECESSARY CAREER RISK.

For example, for a large asset manager to analyse and monitor a USD 20 million 

niche opportunity requires the same time as to assess a USD 100 million classic 

opportunity. Therefore, to deploy the same capital in smaller Niche Alternative 

opportunities needs five times the resources. Consequently, the decision to focus 

on the more sizeable opportunity might be the rational thing to do.

DOING THE RIGHT THING - THE CASE 
FOR NICHE ALTERNATIVES 

“GREAT THINGS NEVER CAME FROM COMFORT ZONES.” 

   - OLD PROVERB THAT APPLIES WELL TO INVESTING

BRIDGING THE GAP



A common example is a liquidator of collateral for whom the primary goal is to 

cover the defaulted loan as soon as possible, rather than wait and optimise the 

future return of the collateral.

Due to the broad field and the specific characteristics in Niche Alternatives, 

the best approach to look at this investment segment is to apply a value and 

contrarian led investment methodology. 

That is, over the business cycle, capital should be deployed in areas which are 

temporarily out of favour – in some cases even considered un-investable by the 

wider investment community, and shifted away from markets and asset classes 

where investors feel over-confident, mostly due to past good performance, but 

offer little risk premium anymore. 

The Progressive Capital Partners team actively searches for new markets and 

investment themes which meet the above-explained criteria of being temporarily 

abandoned or disdained by the wider investment community, and therefore 

offer an idiosyncratic return profile. We search for constellations where solid but 

abandoned assets meet improving underlying fundamentals. 

The embedded value in these opportunities creates a beneficial risk/return profile. 

Those smaller opportunities attract low competition as large asset managers, and 

investment banks focus on more established, larger capacity opportunities, where 

they can allocate more capital or generate higher fees, which in return enhanced 

the already beneficial risk/reward profile.

Further areas where the market currently offers outsized risk- and illiquidity-premia 

are music royalties, shipping, or specialty-infrastructure, such as class-A 

warehouses in Russia.  

In summary, acquiring Niche Alternative investments at attractive valuations is a 

vital element in the path to generate a decent outperformance. However, even 

though building-up and exiting an investment is a critical element to performance, 

the key to long-term success ultimately lies in selecting solid opportunities and 

right-sizing these in holistic portfolio construction. 

Conventional alternative investment approaches are often considered proven and 

reliable because they are broadly used, have historical returns available and are 

seemingly less risky. In comparison Niche Alternative opportunities often bring 

much more complexity. The wide-ranging field of the opportunity set, the required 

network of specialists, the very case-specific data or lack of thereof, the significant 

OPPORTUNITIES CAN RANGE FROM 

LIQUID BUT CAPACITY CONSTRAINED 

LISTED CLOSED-END-FUNDS TO PRIVATE 

TRANSACTIONS, AND EACH INVESTMENT 

CATEGORY HAS ITS SPECIFIC EXPECTED 

RETURN PATTERNS UNDER DIFFERENT 

MARKET/ ECONOMIC REGIMES.

Banks – from their perspective – made a perfectly rational decision to pull-out 

of lending against legal claims, as the overall market size, the relative complexity 

of the business, and the capital requirements on their balance sheet made this 

market segment not the best use of their finite time and capital. As a result, the 

risk premium for lending against legal claims increased by more than 100%.

DOING THINGS RIGHT -  
KNOW THE RISKS 
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volume of potential opportunities to sort through and analyse can be 

overwhelming compared to more traditional areas of the alternative investment 

space.

Some investment approaches are going to develop and mature and will grow 

into conventional alternative assets, whereas others offer striking risk/return 

opportunities merely for a restricted time window. That makes it essential to 

decide where to assign the limited time of the investment team most effectively. 

As with any other investment opportunity, the benefits and challenges must be 

weighted. Careful consideration must be given to how one will approach such 

investments during the limited time window the market offers such attractive 

returns. Moreover, it is necessary to have a harvesting plan before entering into a 

niche strategy position because the liquidity can often be more challenging on the 

way out.  

Contrariwise, since the return distribution among different Niche Alternative 

opportunities and co-investments can diverge broadly, picking a single niche 

opportunity or a single strategy can be very risky. Hence, our approach to 

investing in Niche Alternatives is through a holistic portfolio, where built-in 

diversification reduces the idiosyncratic deal risk. Also, this makes the wider 

dispersion of returns work in favour of the beneficiaries. This is classic finance 

theory of diversification leading to lower pool risk than the specific risk related to 

any single investment in the portfolio.

Again, whereas Niche Alternative opportunities have a superior risk/return profile 

compared to more conventional alternative investments, they also deliver a 

considerable array of possible outcomes. This dispersion needs to be accounted 

for in the portfolio management approach. We tackle this challenge by assigning 

maximum exposures to different risk factors and then decide if the projected 

return, sensitivity and correlation characteristics are sufficiently robust for the 

specific investment to win a spot in the portfolio. 

For analysis purposes, our methodology is to group different niche opportunities 

in buckets with similar characteristics and to use the same lenses for assessing 

the fundamental attractiveness, the various risks, and the payout structure for the 

different opportunities. 

Our focus in “listed vehicles” is on exchange-listed funds where good assets 

trade at substantial discounts to NAV, and where we can see a path to closing this 

discount over a reasonable period. Such discounts arise typically due to irrational 

selling following periods for disappointing performance or occasionally they are 

triggered by technical dislocation. 

IT CAN BE VERY STIMULATING TO PERCEIVE 

THE PATH FORWARD FOR A PARTICULAR 

NICHE ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY.

OUR NICHE ALTERNATIVES CLASSIFICATION: 

 - LISTED VEHICLES

 - PRIVATE DEBT / CLO’S 

 - APPRAISAL RIGHTS / LITIGATION 

FINANCING

 - SECONDARY ALTERNATIVES 

 - OTHER NICHE ALTERNATIVE FUNDS AND 

CO-INVESTMENTS

LISTED VEHICLES
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A very favorable tail-wind for this strategy is the basis effect; meaning from 40% 

discounts to NAV is an upside of 66.7%. In this case, our fund exited most of the 

position in 2015 when the NAV discount narrowed to less than -20%. 

In “Appraisal rights/litigation financing” we focus on legal related investment 

opportunities. It is a wide investment field, ranging from financing commercial 

litigation to international arbitration, to lending against legal claims, or making 

use of minority shareholder rights, which are structured to have option-like pay-off 

profiles. While competition in the space is limited and therefore expected returns 

very attractive, we appreciate the low correlation to financial markets as the 

investment outcome is not related to the economy but based on the grounds of 

the law. 

Given our semi-liquid investment mandate, our focus on “secondary alternatives” 

is on tail-end private equity and side-pocket buying. This field is characterised by 

information asymmetry and working with well-connected partners which is the 

basis to add alpha. Moreover, it is important to acknowledge that this opportunity-

set as well as pricing is highly cyclical and therefore pro-actively navigating the 

exposure adds to the margins-of-safety.  

Additionally, we are constantly looking for co-investment opportunities often in 

the event-driven space, where regulatory barriers or human behavioural patterns 

have created irrational pricing and asymmetric risk/reward patters. 

Constructing a portfolio that carefully accounts for the respective risk factors while 

ignoring the classic asset categorization

With this information, we construct a portfolio of asymmetric return streams, 

accounting for the explicit risks of each investment, the expected performance and 

pay-out structure to obey the demands of the mandate. 

We create an edge by ignoring the classic asset-class categorisation and by 

combining solidly established alpha sources with attractive niche opportunities 

that are not overcrowded at the time of our investment. We do not aim to have 

an allocation to each of the above categories at all times, but rather shift capital to 

the areas which offer the best risk/rewards over the cycle. 

APPRAISAL RIGHTS/LITIGATION FINANCING

SECONDARY ALTERNATIVES

CO-INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

An example for the latter was an investment in a German open-end listed real 

estate fund in 2012/13. Due to regulatory change nine German real estate funds 

were forced by BAFIN (German Regulator) to liquidate their funds within five years. 

This decision triggered selling by mandates which were not allowed anymore to 

hold such a structure. Progressive Capital analysed all funds and selected the most 

promising for an investment. We bought most to the position at a discount of 

-40% to NAV knowing that we would receive the full NAV back no later than five 

years and that we would receive regular distributions during the liquidation.
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Adding Niche Alternative exposure into a blend of traditional asset classes and 

established alternative investments increases the portfolio returns while reducing 

the risk of capital loss. 

Niche Alternatives are a way to achieve the original purpose of alternative assets 

in the portfolio context. Even more, Niche Alternatives can improve the quality 

of the overall portfolio, by adding superior return streams with complementary 

correlation characteristics. This is realised by accessing the differentiating alpha 

these strategies generate, and doing so through a complementary allocation could 

be highly additive to a broader portfolio. 

Unfortunately, established alternative asset classes have lost a large part of these 

benefits as it seems that over-allocation has diluted the finite amount of alpha, 

and the synchronised risk-on/off behaviour has eaten into the correlation benefit.

The challenge in piloting this extensive but rewarding market can be over-

whelming or even unmanageable for many financial market experts. Especially 

when success in the Niche Alternative space centres on dedicated expertise, 

experience, a broad network of industry contacts to be able to source a constant 

attractive deal flow, and a proven, comprehensive due diligence and portfolio 

management process. 

 

Progressive Capital Partners has extensive experience across alternative and niche 

markets, and the team is well positioned to target innovative investment 

opportunities that are beyond classic alternative investment strategies. The key 

people have more than 25 years of industry experience and have successfully 

managed dedicated alternative and Niche Alternative strategies for more than a 

decade now. The team has long experience, an extensive network, and know-how 

to source opportunities in the Niche Alternative space which are off-the-beaten-

track and difficult to uncover. 

Niche Alternative investments build on the concept of superior risk and reward. 

The rewards are clear: this segment of the alternative investment market has a 

strong track record of outperformance, and is currently very attractively priced in 

comparison to traditional as well as established alternative asset classes.

Progressive Capital Partners provides the original value proposition of alternative 

asset allocations, which are: firstly, to provide a differentiated return stream that 

is superior per unit of risk, and secondly, to meaningfully diversify a traditional 

portfolio.

Adding Niche Alternative exposure to an existing alternative portfolio will enhance 

the overall diversification of the portfolio. But the risk and challenges of investing 

in this space need to be carefully attuned with the benefits. The Niche Alternative 

field is extensive with a wide range of opportunities, and to construct an attractive 

portfolio involves both expertise and access to attractive deal flow. 

THE BENEFIT OF NICHE ALTERNA-
TIVES IN THE ASSET ALLOCATION

PROGRESSIVE’S TRACK RECORD 
IN NICHE ALTERNATIVES

CONCLUSION
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Flurin Grond is Deputy CIO at Progressive 

Capital Partners. Before, he spent 5 years 

as Portfolio Manager at the Abu Dhabi 

sovereign wealth fund ADIA, where he 

focused on alternative equity strategies 

in the hedge fund group. Prior to that, 

Flurin worked 10 years at Man Group 

(RMF) in the Equity Hedge and Global 

Macro section and in equity trading for 

various Swiss banks. Flurin holds an MBA 

(with distinction) from the Strathclyde 

University Glasgow, and he is a Certified 

International Investment Analyst (CIIA) 

as well as a Chartered Alternative 

Investment Analyst (CAIA). 

Dr. oec HSG Thomas Kochanek is 

COO and Investment Risk Manager at 

Progressive Capital Partners. Before, he 

worked in alternative investments and 

structured products at an investment 

bank in Germany, as a Director of a 

Malta-based Alternative Investment 

platform and as Co-CEO of a Zurich-
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holds a PhD from the University of 

St.Gallen, an MBA from Western Illinois 

University, a business diploma (Diplom-

Kaufmann) from University of Mannheim 

and he is Research Professor for Financial 

Services at Hankou University in Wuhan, 

China. 

We at Progressive Capital Partners would be delighted to be your partner on your 

journey into the Niche Alternative world. We would be honoured to be able to 

contribute to the quality of your overall asset allocation. 
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DISCLAIMER

NO INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT IS INTENDED AS AN INVITATION, OFFER 

OR SOLICITATION TO INVEST IN ANY INVESTMENT, INVESTMENT FUND(S) OR 

PRODUCT(S) MENTIONED HEREIN. THE VALUE OF YOUR INVESTMENT MAY 

FLUCTUATE. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE 

RETURNS. CHANGES IN EXCHANGE RATES MAY HAVE AN ADVERSE EFFECT ON 

THE VALUE, PRICE OR INCOME OF AN INVESTMENT. 

The information contained herein is for educational purposes only and is not 

intended to and shall not in any way constitute an invitation or recommendation 

to buy or sell any investment(s). This document has been furnished to you for 

information purposes only. 

Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be 

reliable but Progressive Capital Partners Ltd (“Progressive”) does not guarantee its 

accuracy or completeness. Data might partially reflect unaudited and provisional 

estimates. Historic returns of any indices used are sourced from the respective 

index providers. 

The entire content of this document including any returns, statistics, charts and 

general information in this document have been prepared by Progressive. 

This document does not purport to contain all of the information that an 

interested party may desire and this disclaimer cannot disclose all risks. In all cases, 

interested parties should conduct their own investigation and analysis of any 

information described and of any data set forth in this document. In particular, it 

is recommended for interested parties to check that the information provided is 

in line with his/her own circumstances with regard to any legal, regulatory, tax or 

other consequences, if necessary with the help of a professional advisor.

Progressive is an Asset Manager of Collective Investment Schemes and a 

Representative of Foreign Collective Investment Schemes, authorised and 

supervised by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA. Progressive 

is a member of the Alternative Investment Management Association (AIMA). For 

further information about Progressive please visit www.progressivecapital.com.
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